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COMPETiTiON FOR DEPOSITS, RISK 
OF FAILURE, A N D REGULATION IN BANKING 

Carmen Matutes and Xavier Vives* 
Unb/ersitat Autónoma de Barcelona 

Abstract 

We develop a model of banking competition 
for depos'rts based on modern financia! inter-
mediation theory and industrial organization 
analysis. The standard demand deposrt contract 
makes banks vulnerable to failure and introdu
ces (endogenous) expectatlons based vertical 
differentiation. A multiplicy problem and intro
duce the possibiüty of confídence crises. It is 
found that "excessive" competition is not res-
ponsible for the fragilhy of unregulated banking 
(the multiplicity problem) but nevertheless 
competition is socially excessive at benchmark 
market equiiibría. Our frmanework allows us to 
disentangie the effects of failure perceptions on 
rivalry. We find that a safér bank will command 
a higher margin and market share, and that in a 
symmetríc equilibríum the possibiirty of failure 
softens competition. Further, fair and risk-ba
sed deposrt Insurance, even in the absence of 
moral hazard problems, induces competition 
above uninsured market levéis introducing a ra-
tionaie for deposit rate regulation. Our analysis 
provides a framework to assess the welfare tra-
de-offs associated with deposit Insurance, unco-
vering positive effects, like extending the mar
ket an minimizing frictions, beyond well-known 
stabiüzing consequences. 

Keywords: Banking competition, risk of failu
re, network extern al iti es, vertical differentia
tion, financia! intermediation, deposit Insurance, 
rate regulation. 

I . Introduction 

The purpose of this paper is to analyze some 
relevant issues in banking competition, including 
the implications of the possibility of bankruptcy 
in rivalry, the impact on competition of deposi
to rs' expectatlons, the connections between 
the potential fragility of unregulated banking 
and "excessive'4 competition, and the role of 
deposit Insurance and rate regulation. In the 
process we also make a methodological contri-
bution to the modeling of banking competition, 
particulariy on the deposit side, by bringing to-
gether various strands of the literature, namely 
modern financia! intermediation theories and 
industrial organization analysis. 

Episodes of widespread failures and runs are 
recurrent in the history of banking, having in-
fluenced heaviiy successive regulation. In this 
respect, competition for depositors has tradi-
tionally been considered a source of instability 
problems, runs, and excessive risk taking well 

* We are gmeful to Patrick Bolton, Ramón Caminal, Rerre-André Ch'oppori, Jean Derrnine, Math'as Dewatripont, Kai-Uwe Kühn, Paul 
Klemperer, Jorge Padilla, Jean Charles Rochet, and Josef Sakovics for helpful comments. The research reponed in this paper has been 
supported by the Fundación Banco Bilbao Vizcaya. Further partíal support has been provided by the Spantsh Ministry of Education th-
rough GCYT ^nurts PB 87-0340 and PS 89-0074. 





before deposít insurance was established ( I ) . 
The solution to these problems has been one of 
the main objectives of regulation. Regulatory 
measures like rate regulation, the tender of iast 
resort and deposit insurance have been widely 
implemented. Deposít rate regulation was sta-
blished ín the US during the 1930's and in Euro-
pe at different times. In fact, ratas have remai-
ned regulated ín most countríes until recentiy. 
Sometimes govenments (specially ín Europe) ha
ve encouraged collusíve agreements among 
banks ín the belíef that thís would promote sta-
bilíty (2). In the US, the creation of a lender of 
Iast resort, via the íntroduction of the Federal 
Reserve System (1914) and ultimately the esta-
blishment of deposít insurance (1934) have pro-
vided stabiltty to the system. Indeed, regulation 
(which also íncluded dí rect restr íct íons on 
banks' operations) (3) succeeded in preventing 
bank runs, and límíting the number of faliures 
between 1940 and 1980. In thís períod, from 
about a total of 13,500, oniy 299 ínsured com-
mercial banks faíled, and mostly as a result a 
fraud, as opposed to 9,106 between 1930 and 
1923, when the number of banks was less than 
24,500 ín 1930 (jaffee (1989)). 

Deregulation ín banking was fostered by the 
entry ín the I970's of money market mutual 
funds offering high yíelds to ínvestors (combí-
ned with the dísintermediation process). 

1983, all deposrtory ínstítutions could freely set 
the rates paid on all deposrts) and other restríc-
tions were relaxed. The 1980^ have witnessed 
a substantial íncrease ín bank faliures, ínciudíng 
ths thrife dsbacls, straining ths safety net and 
triggering a debate over banking regulation (4), 
Existing proposals of reform apart from ímpro-
ved accountíng and supervisión, include "na-
rrow bank" proposals (100% reserve require-
ment in the extreme) and changing the deposit 
insurance system towards risk based premiums 
and limrdng íts coverage (5). Rate regulation has 
been set aside as a regulatory too!, the empha-
sís being replaced by the forcus on establishing 
limrts to deposít insurance, which ís now seen 
by some practicíones as the main cause of ex-
cessive rate rivalry. (6) 

Regulatory reforms (and proposals for re
form) follow one another and yet the mechan¡sm 
by which "excessive" competition for depositors 
exist or may be destabilbdng ís far from clear. It 
ís the refere ímportant to understand the links 
between competiton and the potential fragíitty or 
ínstabílity of the banking sector. It ís essential to 
analyze the ímpact of the possibilíty of failure of a 
bank on the behavior of deposítors ín a context 
where they receive competing rate offers. Only 
then the ímplications of deposít insurance on 
competition can be understood and the potential 
need of rate regulation assessed. 

Banks and thrifts were increasíngly allowed 
to compete ín deposít rates (by the end of 

¡n thís paper we take as a starting point the 
elements of the intermediation theories advan-

1 See Sprague (1910) and Fríedman and Schwartz (1965). 
2 See Bakensperger and Dermine (1987) and Vives (1991). 
3 Basic regulation is contained in the Pepper-McFadden Act (1927) and in the Banking Act (1933) (Glass-Steagali), the latter separating 

commercial from investment banking. 
4 The mounting losses accumulated in the S&L crisis provide a good example. The Federal Savings and Loans Insurance Corporation (FS-

U Q created in 1934 became insotvent Furthermore, the crisis affeets commercial banks as well: between 1985 and 1988 almosttwice as 
many banks (698) as S4L Q57) dosed because of financal difficulties 0affee(l989)). _ 5. See for example, Boot and Greenbaum (1991) 
for a summary of existent proposals of reforms and new proposals. 

4 Deposit insurance "subsidises uneconomical banking practices and destroys the market's ability properiy to pnce deposit and loan rates" 
and cnesurajts "deposít rates that srs too hi¡h and lending rates that are too low-givep. the level of risk- just to win burineís" (Suromc-
ney (p.33, US Banking, February, 1991)). 





ced by Diamond (1984) and Diamond and Dyb-
vig ( i 983) and buld a competíton modei of ban-
king inspired ín moder Industrial organizatíon 
analysis (product differentiation and network 
extemanties in particular). We consider that fi
nancia! intermediarles emerge as a response to 
the imperfectíons and incompleteness of finan
cia! markets arising mainly from asymmetric in
formaron probiems. Banks serve many func-
tions, among them fácilitating transactions and 
portfolio management, but tt is their speciai role 
as intermediaries between ienders and borro-
wers under asymmetric information which lea-
ves them vulnerable to confidence críses. (7) In-
deed, banks take advantage of their superiorhy 
in minimizing incentive trasaction costs in moni-
toring loans but have to offer a standard de-
mand deposit contract to Ienders, not contin-
gent on the realízed portfolio of the bank, since 
deposítors can not monitor the retums of the 
bank. Confidence críses are not unique to ban-
king but ¡t is in this sector when they are more 
prominent and where they might cause larger 
negative extemalrtíes. 

We do not pretend to build a comprehensi
va model of banidng competítion. Some impor-
tant aspects, such as competítion on the asset 
side and the moral hazard problem associated 
wtth taking too much risk In certain limtted lia-
bilhy contexts, are not addressed (8). For the 
most part, banks In our paper bear the fuil cost 
of bankruptcy, abstracting thus from limited lia-
bility issues. This way we simplify the analysis 
and ¡solate the interaction of competítion for 
deposíts and faiiure risk. 

The Ingredients of our model include diffe
rentiation, asymmetric Information, economies 
of scale and ratlonal depositors. Rrst, product 
differentiation is pervasive in retail banking as 

competítion on the number and location of 
branches and ATM networks shows. Further-
more, parametrized product differentiation 
allows comparative statics exerclses with res-
ptící lo tlié üegrce of market power and enri-
ches considerably the weKare and public policy 
analysis. Next, any banking model should Incor
pórate the fact the Investors do not observe 
the retums obtained by borrowers. As a result, 
a standard debt contract, with nonpecuniary pe
nalti es a la Diamond (1984) or monitoríng á la 
Gale-Hellwig (1985) Is required for Incentive 
purposes. Economies of scale are at the core of 
banks activrty as intermediaries. Banks invest in 
risky projects which require the funds of many 
depositors (mínimum size); there may also exist 
benefits to diversification (though empírica] evi-
dence suggest that they are exhausted at relati-
vely small sizes). Finally, depositors are assumed 
to be ratíonai and have homogeneous beliefs. 

Our research program starts by looking at 
free banking competítion In a contest where 
banks can fail and then examine the implicatíons 
of deposit Insurance and t *¿e regulatíon. Our 
analysis uncovers that the qualrty of a bank (rts 
probability of success) is endogenously deterrni-
ned by depositors' expectatíons which créate a 
vertícally differentiated structure (9) and which 
may result in a multíplidty of equilibría (including 
comer or "naturia monopoly" equilibría where 
one bank is out of the market) or even no ban
king ("systemlc confidence crisis"). Qualrty Is en-
dogenous, yet it is fragile because of the self-fulfi-
lling character of expectatíons. The efeect of the 
margin of the bank on its faiiure probability is the 
first mechanism through which drfferent possible 
depositors* expectatíons become self-fulfilling: a 
bank which Is perceived safer will command a 
higher margin, which ¡n tum will make the bank 
actualiy safer. Economies of scale (mínimum size 

^ Apare from the leading contríbutioru of Diamond and Dybvig (1983) and Br/ant (1980) to the bank run/confídence crisis literature see 
also PosiJevy«ite and Vives (1987), Jacldin i í t d Bhattacharya (1988) and Aghion, Boháon and Dewatripont (1988). 

8 For an anaiys'a of theses issues see Genotte and Pyle (1990) and Genotte (1990). 





inverstments and diversrficatión economies) rein-
force this mechanism and contribute to the mul-
tiplicity problem. For exampie, a bank which is 
perceíved safer commands a higher market share 
which makes the bank actually safer because of 
better divesrficatión. In fact, a bank can be un-
derstood as a networic a larger bank with more 
depositors wiii be letter diversified and will have 
a iower probability of faiiure (higher quaiíty). 
Our model, can be understood abo as a ge ñera-
iiiatlon of the standard network extemaltties 
model to a situation where margíns, as well as 
market share, Influence quality (probability of 
success) (10). 

The root of the multipiicity of equilibría lies 
¡n the coordination problem which aríses from 
the interpiay of the standard deposrt contract 
and the expectations of depositors and not 
from "excessive" competition. A monopoly 
bank could suffer from instabílrty. This ís ín line 
with the results of Diamond and Dybvig (1983), 
aithough in our case instead of runs we have 
no-banking equilibría. However, we find that 
when banks are direct compedtors, even thoug 
the possibility of faiiure softens rivalry, they 
tend to compete excessívely: by lowering rates 
social weifare could be íncreased via a reduc-
tion of the probability of faiiure, which is costiy 
given the presence of bankruptcy penalti es as-
sociated to incentive contracts. Our results are 
also in line with those of Yanelle (1989, 1991) 
who studies a model of endogenous financia! In-
termediation with double-sided competition. 
She fínds also múltiple equilibría in drfferent ex
tensivo form multistage games. 

A consequence of our analysis is that higher 
levéis of product drfferentiation (friction) and 

henee market power are not necessarily detri-
mental from a weifare point of view. Indeed, 
higher margins do tend to decrease faiiure pro-
babilities and may compénsate the increased 
market friction. The introduction of fair and 
risk based deposrt Insurance, even in the absen-
ce of moral hazard problems, will induce fiercer 
competition since depositors wil l not "dis-
count" the rates offered by banks (anyway they 
will be paid back). Excessive competition wouid 
be aggravated with fíat Insurance premiums. 
However, deposit Insurance does prevent the 
oceurrence of systemic confidence crisis, mini-
mizes fríctions (transport costs), and tends to 
extend the market by increasing the incentive 
to deposit (althoug, by insuring that all banks 
are active, may preclude the realization of desi-
rabie diversification economies). Our model 
thus allows the analysis of the weifare trade-offs 
involved in deposit Insurance and provides a ra-
tionale for deposit rate reguiation (11). 

Section 2 introduces the model. Section 3 
examines banking rivalry with given perceptions 
of depositors. Section 4 characterízes the equi
libría of the model. Section 5 studies equilibría 
with deposit Insurance and explores the weifare 
implications of Insurance and rate reguiation. 
Concluding remarks cióse the paper. 

2. The model 

Risk neutral banks raise money from deposi
tors, offering them a standard demand deposit 
contract, and ínvest the proccedings giving lo-
ans to firms. Depositors can not invest directly 
in firms' projeets. In this sense we take the ne-
ed of financial intermediation for granted. 

9 S«e Gabszewicc and Thisse (1979) and Shaked and Sutton (1983) for an analysis of vertical cfifferentiation. Gehrig (1990) has also studied 
vertical differentiation aspeets of intermediated markets in the presence of search costs of trading partners. 

10 See, fbr example, Kau and Shapiro (1985) and Farrell and Saloner (1985, 1989) for examples of network extemalities models and Dyb-
ving and Spatt (1983) for i n saHj- adeptien extemaTities modeL 

11 Bhattacharya (1982) also provides a rationale for interest rate restrictions. 





The features of the model are as follows: 

í. Differentiation. This ís íntroduced vía a 
standar Hotelling model. Depositors are 
uniformty distributed on a unit segment 
¿0,11 There are two banks: bank a ¡s loca-
ted at 0 and bank b is located at I . Deposi
tors are risk neutral, have an Inelastic 
suppiy of one unit of funds with a reserva-
tion valué v (the retum of a risk free outsi-
de opportunhy), and face linear transport 
costs at rate t (t > 0). They have to decide 
whether to depcsrt in a bank or keep their 
endowment, and In the former case in 
what bank to deposrt 

ii. incentive contracts and price competition. 
Depositors do not observe the returns of 
the bank Bank i offers a ftxed (gross) rate 
r, to rts customers according to a standard 
debt contract wi th nonpecuniary ban-
kruptcy penalti es similar as in Diamond 
(1984). If the bank fails (that is, the reve-
nue obtained by the banks does not cover 
the face valué of debt) i t declares ban-
kruptcy. In this case we make the simplif-
ying assumption that depositors do not 
receive anything and that the funds left 
are frozen by the govenment (12). The 
bank suffers an endogenous nonpecuniary 
penalty which leaves it indifferent witíi 
respect to the case which it had to pay 
the posted rate. If bank i quotes a rate r¿ 
per depositor and intends to pay z, it suf
fers a nonpecuniary penalty equal to 
5(z) = max (rj - z, 0). 

iií. Investment. Bank i can invest the proce-
eds of its deposrts ín entrepreneuríal pro-
jects. Let nj represent the deposit market 
share (and the total amount of funds at 

the disposal) of bank i. Denote by R¡ the 
non-negative (random) retum of a unit of 
funds invested by bank i when the bank 
invests n¿. it is assumed that ERj = R, 
where R. > v is a posnive constant (inde-
pendent of n¡). Rj - R is distributed accor
ding to a distribution function F(.; n,) 
which is of class C2 (on both arguments) 
with support on [Si.OJ, G > - R. The 
bank can also invest in reserves (with no 
retum). Bank i, investing n^ declares ban-
kruptcy when revenues can not cover 
payment obligatíons: Rj < r^ 

Assuming the bank invest ail its funds, and gi-
ven the standard debt contract the expected 
profits of bank i can be written simply as ETCj 
= (R-rj) n,. This is so since expected revenue 
equals EfRj n,}, with ERj = R, and expected 
deposit costs equal n¡r¡, given the bankruptcy 
penalty á la Diamond. Given our assumptions 
the bank always invests ali deposrts in risky 
loans (and nothing at the risk free rate v). 

iv Diversification and size. W e say that a 
bank needs a mínimum size to be viable 
whenever an investment project needs 
the funds of a (small but posrtíve) pro por
tier» of total funds s to be fínanced. A bank 
needs then to atract at leat a market sha-
re of s. Otherwise the bank can not invest 
and it is not viable. For convenience and 
simplicity of exposition we adopt the con-
vention that in the presence of mínimum 
size investments bank i setting rate ^ < R 
fails with probabilhy one only If nj = 0. Gi
ven ^ the probability of failure of bank i is 
given by F(rj-R; nj) (with F(rj-R; 0) = I 
with a mínimum size requirement). Notice 
that the probability of failure is decreasing 
in the expected net revenue per unit of 

12 Altematively we could suppose that the bank keeps the income i t has obtained and suffers a largar endogenous nonpecuniary penalty (r, 
per unit depositad whenever the bank fails and 0 otherwise) which leaves i t again indifferent with respect to me case where it had to 
pay the posted rate. 





funds R-r¡. It is reasonable to suppose 
that a bank by investing more can diver-
sHy anyway some of the risk it faces. We 
say that diversification economies exist if 
F2 Fj will denote the partiai derívate of F 
with respect to the it argument) is negati-
ve whenever the bank makes non-negati-
ve expected net revenue: R-r, > 0 In this 
case the probabiihy of fáiiure is decreasing 
in the market share of the bank n^ 

v The extensive form we consider is as fo-
llows (see figure i ) . Depositors are endo-
wed with homogeneous prior beliefs («p^ 
epb) about the probabilities of success of 
banks. Banks, knowing these beliefs. set 
deposit rates. In turn, depositors, upon 
observing the rates offered, choose which 
bank to patronee. Consumers deposit in 
the bank which offers the higher expected 
retum net of success pa and pb, the market 
share of bank i is given by n, = 1/2 + (ptrr 
Pf)/2t, j ^ i provided p¡r¡-pjrj is in the in
te rval [-t, t ] and Pirj-tnj > v, 1= a,b. If piri-
pTj is in the inte rval [-t, t ] but p^j-tn-, < v, 
tnen some consumers in the middle of the 
interval are not served (do not deposit) 
and banks do not compete direedy with 
one another but have local monopolíes. if 
PirrPjrj 's not m ¡nterval t ] , then all 
consumers prefer the bank with higher ex
pected retum and the other bank is left 
out of the market Banks invest the funds 
coliected, returns are obtained, and, ex-
cept in case of failure, deposit payments 
are made. in equilibrium depositors* ex-
pectations are fulfulled, that is, «p, = i -
F(rf-R; nj). where r* and n* denote equili
brium magnitudes. The model therefore 
has a rationai expectations flavo r. 

Inv. Returns Payments 

F ig. I 

The equilibria of our mouri can be understo-
od also as perfect Bayesian equilibria (PBE) of a 
game with Bayesian depositors having (degene-
rate) point prior beliefs («p^, epb) which are 
constant out of the equilibrium path (and fulfi-
lled in equilibrium, obviously). If depositors ex-
pect (equilibrium) rates r* to obtain and banks 
set those rates then at a PBE necessarily the 
point initial expectations are confirmed. Other-
wise, if banks set drfferent rates (which is a zero 
probability event), Bayesian consisteney does 
not impose any restriction on the updating of 
beliefs. Our model would cali then for deposi
tors not to modrfiy their initial beliefe (13). 

We could term the srtuation considered pa-
rametríc perceptions since in this case banks ta-
ke as given the perceived probabilities of failure 
of depositors. In Appendix ii we consider anot
her extensive form (updating rule) according to 
which banks can influence the expectations of 
depositors with their cholee of deposit rates. 
The insights derived from this altemative exten
sive form are similar to the ones derived from 
the parametric specificatión but the model is 
less tractable (see the discussion in Appendix 11 
for a comparison of results between the two 
approaches). 

An example satisfying our assumptions with 
uniform distributions, and which will be used 
subsequently, is the following. Given ^ > 0, Rj-R 
is uniformiy distributed on [-0, 0 ] , where 0 = 
&-(&-«)ni., and R > B > a > 0. Note that Rj is 
symmetrically distributed around its mean R. 

T-.vc requircmerts must bs fulfiüsd at a PBE ( I ) beliefs must be consistent, thst is («p^, must equal the trví 
and (2) banks must maximize expected profits taldng into account the updating rule foüowed by depositors. 

-obabüsties of syecess, 





The probability of success of a bank with a mar-
ket share of n which offérs a deposrt rate r ís gi-
ven then by p = 1/2 + (R-r)/2(B-{3-a)n). provi-
ded n>0 (equal to zero If n = 0 and projects 
nfeed a minimum size). Furthermore, these are 
diversificatión economies since F2 \s negative 
when r < R. 

ra becomes mor costiy; that is, bank a becomes 
a fat cat ¡n the terminology of Fudenberg and 
Tiróle (1984) (see figure 3). if p^p^p , and gi-
ven a market of fixed slze, the market share fat 

banks more aggressive. 
and Increasing p makes 

In the next section we examine competítion 
among banks for given fíxed perceptions. In sec
tion 4 we cióse the mode! by endogenrang per
ceptions and consider the equilibría of the ga-
me. 

3 Bank compet í t ion with given 
depositors* perceptions 

In this section we consider fíxed perceptions 
(Pa'Pb) 0^ deposrtors and examine possible out-
comes of rate competítion among banks. Given 
a rate rb such that paR > Pb^-^ (which insures 
that bank a is not out of the market), the opti-
mum response by bank a is very much similar to 
the typical Hotelling model. The optimum res
ponse ís easily seen to be ra=Ba (rb)=(paR" 
t+pbrb)/(2pa). It can be checked that ¡t never 
pays for bank a to príce out of the market bank 
b settíng a rate ra= (Pbrb+t) /pa(l4). The higher 
pb the íarger the deposrt rate set by firm a (see 
Figure 2). This ís because the higher pj, the lo-
wer becomes a* s market share for a given ra 
and henee ít is not as costfy to attract an addi-
tional customer (the íncrease in ra must be paid 
to a smaller consumer base). Instead, an íncrea
se in pa has an ambiguous ímpact; on one hand, 
a siight íncrease in ra attracts a larger number of 
new consumers the íarger ís pa and thus a hig
her pa provides bank a with an incentive to of-
fer a larger deposit rate. On the other hand, a 
larger pa means that, for any given ra, bank a en-
joys a larger market share and henee increasing 

14 1 he discontinuous notd i íng b«st response functíon, when one firm captures the hinteríand of the other firm, does not arise here slnce 
banks are located at the extremes of the segment 





The following proposítion and associated Ta-
ble I give the equilíbría of our modrfied (because 
of failure probabiiities) Hotelling game accor-
ding to dlfférent regions of parameters (see Ap-
pendbc I for a complete statement and proof of 
Proposrtíon I). 

Proposítion I . Given pa = pb = 0: 

I. When pjR < v, i = a,b, there ís no active 
banidng. 

II. When pbR < v and p^K > v, bank a ís a na
tural monopoly (with blockaded entry). 

III. When pjR > v I = a,b: 

(I) If (pb+pb)R>(2v+3t)., banks compete. If 
the difference in percept íons of success of 
banks Is small relative to the transport cost 
(3t>R(pb-pb)) then there ¡s a unique interior 
equiiibríum, in which the safer bank (a) enjoys a 
higher margin and market share. Otherwise 
(3t<R(pa-pb)), bank a enjoys a natural monopoly 
(with impeded entry). 

(¡i) If 2(t+v)>(pa+pb)R. banks have local mo-
nopolies. 

(i i i) Otherwise, there are múltiple "touching 
markets" equilibria, with al! the market being 
served. 

Let us focus first in the symmetric case, 
pa=pb=p, to understand the parameter regions 
inducing difFerent equilibria (see Figure 4). Sup-
pose that the parameters R and t are such that 
with p = I the equilibruium is of the competiti-
ve type. Then when p is very low both banks 
are out of the market since they can not offer 
an expected retum larger than the reservatáon 
valué v. For larger p's banks enjoy local mono-
polies (LM) since their potential market áreas 
do not overiap. Further increases in p make the 

market áreas of the rivals just "touch" (TM) as 
in Salop's kinked equilibrium (Salop (1979) and 
Economides (1984)). For still larger p's banks 
compete directly (DC). It is interesting to noti-
¿c that the margin x = R-r. is not monotone in 
p: the possibility of failure has an ambiguous ¡m-
pact on margins depending on the type of equi
librium. The margin increases over the regions 
of LM (x = (R/2)-v/2p) -and also TM (x = R-
(v+t/2)/p)- and decreases in the región of DC 
(x = t/p). A monopoly bank which is considered 
safer can offer lower rates. A bank facing com
petí tion (of equal perceived soundedness) wili 
become more aggressive, as we have argued, 
when the perception of success increases simul-
taneously for both institutions. Nevertheless 
the margin with DC is always larger than the 
margin with LM whenever probabiiities of suc
cess are larger than 1/2 (this must be the case 
with symmetric distributions). 

Proposrtíon I highlights the importan ce of 
the perceptíons of depositors in banidng com-
petitíon. Identify now the "reputation" or "qua-
IHy" of a bank with tts perceived probability of 
success. This introduces vertical differentiation 
in banidng competrtion: if all banks were to of
fer the same rates, and there were no other dif-
ferentation elements, depositors would prefer 
the safer ones, A natural monopoly structure (a 
natural oligopoly in a market with m banks) may 
thus emerge. This is a situation where only a 
few firms can survive in the market despite the 
fact that fixed costs may be low and entry free. 
Essentially, strong price competition among high 
qualrty firms may leave no room for lower qua-
lity producís. 

In our duopoly model, two types of natural 
monopoly situations may emerge. In the first, 
one bank, say b, is perceived as of sufficientiy 
low quality that it can not attract depositors, in-
dependently of the behavior of bank a (case II, 
natural monoply with blockaded entry . NM 
(BE) región in Figure 4). The second situation is 





one where bank b could eam posrtive profits as 
a monopolist, but the high qualrty bank drives tt 
out of the market (case ill (i), natural monopoly 
with impeded entry, NM (IE) región in Figure 4). 

Since our model incorporales horizontal dif-
ferentiation as well, the possibühy of one bank 
driving rts rival out in equilibrium depends on 
the magnitude of the transportatáon cost. Only 
when the transportation cost is low relative to 
the difFerence in the quality of banks, may such 
an equilibrium arise. Indeed, when 3t/R > pa-Pb-i 
both firms share the market and direcdy com
pete with one another (case ii! (i) interior equi
librium; región DC in figure 4). 

When banks are direct competátors the safer 
bank (a, when pa>Pb) enjoys a higher mar^in and 
market share (15). The safer bank settíng a lo-
wer deposit rate can attract a larger market 
share (the fat cat effect we have referred to be
fo re), interpreting the fixed perceptíons of de
posito rs as corresponding to a case where 
banks a and b are ente ring a new market which 
is small compared to the set of markets already 
served (and therefore the business in this new 
market dees not affect the overall failure proba-
bility of tiie instítutions), a larger bank (which is 
more diversified and therefore safer) captures a 
larger fraction of the new market while offering 
a lower deposit rate than a smaller rival (16). 

15 This need not be the case in the touching markets case lit (ii). 
14 Further, in this interpretation, the concfrtíon stated in the vertical cfrfferentiation nterature (eg. Shaked and Sutton (1983)} for the emer-

genes of a natural oiigopoly seems to be satisfied: the burden of the increase in quaPrey (mercase in the customer base to proñt from di-
versification economies) falls básica! 1/ on fixed costs (investment in the branch network, ATM systems and promotion). 





An initia! advantage may therefore snowball 
showing the banking market a tendency to-
wards concentration. 

4. Equilibrium charactenzation 

Given perceptíons p,, i = a,b Proposkion I 
characterízes possible equiiibría in deposit ra tes. 
An equilibrium of the game requires depositors 
perceptíons to be self-fuifilling: the probabilities 
of success must satísfy p, = I - F(r¡-R; n), i = 
a.b, where n, is the outcome of price competi-
tion among banks taking parametrícally the pro
babilities of success Pi as in Proposítion I . Seve
ra! types of equiiibría may aríse. 

Proposrtíon 2. Apart from equiiibría of the 
local monopoly or touching markets type, pos
sible equiiibría are as follows: 

(i) Interior symmetric equilibruium. When It 
exists It is unique and is characterízed by x*=R-
r*=t/p* (with 2p*R > 3t + 2v). The success pro-
babilíty p* and the equilibrium margin x* are in-
dependent of R. Provided p * < l , p* and x* 
increase with t 

(¡i) Interior asymmetric equiiibría (where the 
safer bank has a higher margin and market sha-
re). 

(iii) Comer asymmetric equiiibría: ni > 0, 
nj=0,1 j . These are always possible when the-
re is mínimum size investment provided the 
monopoly (ratíonai expectations) equilibrium 
exists (it involves necessaríly pi>0, Pj=0, i ̂  j . 

(iv) No banking equilibruium: ^ = 0 (and 
p^O), i = a,b. It is always an equilibrium with 
mínimum size investments. 

Proof; 

(i) From Proposítion i , we know that if then? 
is a symmetric equilibrium then R-r*=t/p* l-urí-

hermore, p* must be the true probabilíty of 
success. Therefore, p*= l-F(r* - R; 1/2). Let us 
now define x as R-r. It is clear then that an 
equilibrium exists and it is unique if the system 
of equations: 

(1) p= l-F(-x; 1/2). 

(2) x= t /p 

has a unique solution, x*. p*. Notice that, sin-
ce the probabilíty of faiiure decreas es with the 
margin, (I) defines p as an íncreasíng functíon of 
x On the other hand, from (2) x is a decreasing 
ftjnction of p; furthermore, from (2), when p = 
0, x is ínfinhy. Henee, (I) and (2) intersect only 
once. Henee the equilibrium exists and it is uni
que provided that consumers derive non-negati-
ve surpius; from Proposítion i , we know that 
this requires 2p*R>3t + 2v. Furthermore, notice 
that (2) implies that x = t if p = I . Therefore, ¡n 
equilibrium p*<l if I - F(-t; 1/2) < I . 

The comparatíve statics propertíes of this 
equilibrium are easíiy deríved. Totally differen-
tiating (I) and (2) we obtain: 

dp*/dR= dx*/dR=0, thus dr*/dR=l, 

dp*/dt=(pFl)/(p2 + F, t)> 0, and 
dx*/dt=p/(p2+Flt)>0í thus dr*/dt<0, 

(ií) See the example at the end of the proof. 
Furthermore, asymmetric interior equiiibría ha-
ve to satisfy Proposítion I (i) and therefore the 
safer bank has a higher margin and market sha-
re. 

(iii) If the monopoly (ratíona! expectations) 
equilibrium exists then epa=0 is self-fulfiiüng and 
there is a posrtíve pb whích is also self-fulfilling. 
Indeed, if epa=0, then bank a is indifFerent about 
the rate to set and na=0. It follows that pJl=0 
since the bank r-ards a posrtíve market share to 
invest. 





(¡v) Let ep¡=0, ¡ = a,b. Then banks have no 
customers for any interest rates offered. In con-
sequence, n^O, i = a,b( and the probability of 
failure of any bank is one provided a mínimum 
investment ís needed. 

In the uniform example equiiibría of the type 
(i), (ii), (ííi) and (sv) obtain simuitaneously (with 
(i i i) and (¡v) obtaining provided a mínimum bank 
size ís needed). Symmetríc local monopoly (and 
henee, the natural monopoly equilibrium) and 
"touching markets" equiiibría may also arise. Fi
gure 5 shows the región of existence in (R,t) 
space for ali these equiiibría when B=4f a=2, 
and v= i . 

Remark; At the benchmark symmetric inte
rior equilibrium (i) when R increases the margin 
stays constant and depositors appropríate the 
increased expected retums. Further, an íncrea-
sed fríction ín the rnarket (increased t) mises 
margins and probabilities of success. Enhanced 
market power makes failure less likely. 

An stríking fact is that, in contrast with the 
typical Hotelling competition case (even modí-
fied as ín Proposrtíon i with some fíxed proba
bilities of failure) where equiiibría are unique-
except possibly in the touching markets región-, 
there is in general a multiplicity of equiibría. The 
main root of the multiplicity ís the self-fulfílling 
character of expectations of depositors ín the 
presence of the standard deposit contract. A 
bank with high perceived quality (probability of 
success) sets a lower rate and commands a lar-
ger market share whích may sustain and make 
self-fulfilling the ínitial belief. This may happen 
even in the absence of diversifícation economíes 
and mínimum size projeets as the following 
example shows. 

Example. Assume that there are no diversifí
cation economíes or mínimum size projeets and 
that R takes the valúes, R|, R2 and R3 with pro
babilities (X], 0(2 and respectívely, and has ex
pected valué R >R2. There are parameter cons-
tellations for whích a symmet r í c in te r io r 
equilibrium with p |= 0 . 3 coexists with a symme
tríc interior equiibría of the type pa = CX2 + 0^. 
and pb = a3{\7), 

Economíes of scale are addltional driving for-
ces behind the multiplicity of equiiibría. In the 
presence of diversifícation economíes an ínitial 
advantage in depositors* perception ca be made 
self-fulfilling because the effect of the increased 
margin and market share commanded are rein-

17 For example, both equifibria coexist when R3=2R2=4R1i a2= í/4 and 04= 1/2, I , I2R| < 3t < 1.31 R| and 9 i l | > 4v -t- 2 t However, we ha-
ve checked that this can not be the case with retums following uniform distributionj. 





forced by the reduced failured probabilrty asso-
ciated to a larger ínstitution. Thls efféct may in
duce induce comer equilibría drlving a bank out 
of the market, Further, if a minimum market 
share is needsd te invest the non-banldng equi-
libríum and comer equiibria (the latter under 
regularhy conditions) always exsst, The conse-
quence ís that typicaliy equilibría of the type (i), 
(¡i), (iü) and (iv) in Proposition 2 obtain simuita-
neously as we have seen wi th the uniform 
example. 

The coordinaron probiem and the multipli-
city of equilibría are akin to srtuations encoun-
tered in the network externalities literature 
where the self-fulfilling character of expecta-
tions induces the possibiltty of múltiple equili
bría (see, for example, Katz and Shapiro (1985), 
Farell and Saloner (1985, 1989)). A bank can be 
understood as a network in which when more 
consumers join everyone benefíts and where 
the network needs a minimum size to be viable. 
Indeed, in the presence of diversificatión econo-
mies a larger bank has, ceterís paríbus, a iower 
probabilrty of failure (id). Our model involves a 
generalization of the usual network externalities 
shuation to a case where the quality of the pro
duct of a firm (19). 

also has a bad equilibríum in which ail deposi
to rs panic, withdraw their funds and the bank 
collapses. This may happen to an otherwise 
sound bank. In the bad equilibríum (0,0) of our 
model deposito rs anticlp^ts that banks are not 
viable and do not deposít in either bank. Ban
king may not get started even when ít ís the 
only way of linking lenders and borrowers. Rat-
her than a "run" what the coordination pro
biem implies is the potential nonviability of 
banks. Further, in our setting we also obtain the 
possiblirty of an "¡nsthuion confidence crisis", 
that is the situation where depositors mistrut 
one of the banks making ít not viable. With mi
nimum size projeets this tituation ansas because 
of depositors mistrust and not because of ac-
tions of the rival bank. Equilibría can not be of 
the natural monopoly with impeded entry type 
(with one bank out of the market because of 
competition from the rival bank). Equilibría can 
not be of the natural monopoly with ímpeded 
entry type (with one bank out of the market ba-
cause of competition from the rival bank). Inde
ed, when n =0, the p =0 and the expected re-
tum that bank i can promise depositors ís zers 
and therefore the bank is left out of the market 
(as in 11(1) in Proposition i : natural monopoly 
with blockaded entry). 

Expectation-dríven equilibría are not uncom-
mon in the banking literature. The non-banking 
equilibríum in our model is reminiscent of the 
"bad" equilibríum, our confidence crisis, ín the 
bank runs literature (Diamond and Dybvig 
(1983)). These authors show that the optimum 
deposít contract between the banks and rísk 
averse depositors, who face prívate liquídity 
rísk, involves a fixed payment to eariy withdra-
wals. This deposít contract has a good equili
bríum which realizes optimum rísk sharíng, but 

In summary, equilibría may be múltiple due 
to a coordination probiem among depositors 
which makes different levéis of confidence pos-
sible in equilibríum (self-fulfilling). A basíc me-
chanism ís through the mar̂ gin: a bnak which ís 
perceived unsafe must offer higher rates than 
the safer bank and this ín tum (vía a margin re-
duction) makes the first bank actuaily unsafe. 
This basic mechanism ís reínforced ín the pre
sence of network effeets (diversification econo-
mies and/or minimum size projeets). The outeo-

18 Furthenmore, the branch and ATM jystems also involve a network extemaIrty with which we do not deal in this paper. 
" It can be easily seen that ¡n our generalized framework incentives to become compatible may drffer from the standard network externa-

littes model. For example, aíymrne^'v: compatible equilibHa may **i*t without the need to invoque a converter (a.$ in Farell and Saloner 
(1989)). 





me is a mutóplicrty of euqiiibria ín which banks 
have different levéis of quality. Nevertheless, 
quaüty, endogenously determined in the mar-
ket, may be fragüe since rí Is based on the ex-
peccawions of depositors. It is worth remarking 
that behind the multiplicity issue there is not 
"excessive competition" since the described 
mechanisms are at work with a single bank fa-
cing no competition. 

5. Regulation. Depostt Insurance 
and WeHare 

Up to now we have considered a free ban-
king context with no regulation. We dea! in this 
sectáon with two common types of public ¡nter-
vention in banldng markets, deposit insurance 
and rate regulation, and assess their weifare im-
pact in the context of our model. We stydy first 
the best case for deposit insurance, with fair 
and rísk based prícing, and evalúate the weHare 
trade-offs which involves. We then briefly exa
mine the effects of flat prícing of insurance, and 
consider at the end of the sectáon rate regula
tion. 

Fair and risk-based deposit insurance 

Suppose that there is a deposit insurance 
fund (DIF) run by the governmente which fully 
insures deposits, at a fair price, and that can 
monitor the solvency of the bank at a cost K. 
The DIF guarantees that the banks' posted rates 
wili be honoured (provided they are less than 
R). The DIF finances the deposit insurance with 
a bank specrfic tax on net revenue or financia! 
margin (with a linear rate which is contingent 

on the quoted rates and market shares), and th-
roug auditáng and monitoring, enforces the pay-
met of residual funds in a state of bakruptcy and 
of posted rates otherwise. The DIF covers the 
difieren ce with posted ratés in casé of ban-
kruptcy. The optimum incentive contract (to 
minimize the expected cost of monitoring given 
a certain expected return for depositors) is a 
standard deb contract a la Gale-Heliwig (1985) 
with the dHference that here the DIF instead of 
deposrtors, who do not have monitoring capabi-
lities, monitor the bank (20). Notice that now 
incentives are provided to the banks with moni
toring instead of nonpecuniary penalti es. 

The sequence of events is as follows. Bank i 
quotes rate rj, obtaíns a market share n and ma-
kes its investments. Retums from investments 
are obtained. If the bank declares bankruptcy 
then the DIF monitors tí^e reUims at a cost K 
and pays (n-RJ per unit of funds deposited while 
the bank pays R̂ . Otherwise the bank pays the 
posted rate to deposrtors and a linear tax on the 
realized financia] margin. The tax is contingent 
on r¡ and n,, and the expected cost of monrco-
ring bank i is then (l-p¡)IC (See Figure 6). 

FIGURA 6 

We focus on a case where the insurance 
premium is anticipated by the banks when set-
ting interest rates (21). That is, a bank knows 

29 If a mínimum size investment 'a needed and for given deposit rates a bank does not obtain the mínimum market share to opérate the 
DIF has the power to unifbrmty tax the agents in the economy in order to obtain funds to inject the mínimum capital required by the 
bank to invest and opérate. This can be interpretad as a lender of last resort hal'tty of the DIF. 

21 Chan, Greenbaum and Thakor ( I99 i ) show that in the presence of prívate Information and moral hazard, perfect competition and fair 
deposit insurance may be incompatible with one another. The reason is than rískier banks do not have incentives to revea) that they are 
high rísk so as to pay a iower ^ramium and eam potiuve (rather than zero) expected profits. It is worth emphasizing that in our mod¿! 
fair insurance is possible; the main reason is that a rískier bank cannot hide its type since the rate that i t sets is observable. (Otherwise, 





that íf rt takes a more risky portíon it has to pay 
for rt, í.e., banks take into account the rísldness 
of their posrtions since a higher probability of 
faiiure translates into higher taxes. In this way 
both with and wrthout deposrt Insurance banks 
maximhze expected retums with ful! considera-
don of the costs of bankruptcy. In consequence, 
Insurance does not Introduce limited llabllity In 
the model and we can ísolate the impact of In
surance on competition for deposits. We then 
consider briefly the posslbiiity of fíat Insurance 
premia, and henee allow the Insurance system 
to Introduce limited llabllity. Contrasting the 
Impact of Insurance under these two altemative 
assumptions allows us to disentangle the va-
riour ways In which Insurance operates. 

Given how we have modelled the DIF, ex
pected profits to the bank are: 

( ( l - t J E Í l V n l r ^ R J h 

If bank I faiis the DIF has to pay rj-Rj per unlt 
of funds depositad. If the DIFS sets a tax rate 
which corresponds to a fair Insurance premium: 

Xj E {Rj-rj I r^RJn., = E {rrRj I r^RJn-, 

Thus, when the Insurance premium is antíci-
pated, expected profits to the bank are E7ri={R-
rjnj. Notice that a bank never has incentives to 
set a rate larger than R and that for rates r, less 
than R expected profits are always posrtive. 

in case of faiiure the bank pays Rj and the 
DIF rj-Rj. Nevertheless, banks have to be provi-
ded Incentives to pay the posted deposit rate 
whenever they can and whatever funds they ha
ve otherwise. The tax on profits does not ac-
complish this since it Implíes a levy only when 
profits are posrtive. Incentives to the bank are 

provided via monitoring at the cost K. The total 
expected incentive (monitoring) cost is ( ( I -
pJ+(l-Pb))K. 

Depositors now wíii be paid back for sure 
and, from their point of view, epj= I , i=a,b. This 
means that the equilibríum Is like In the ciassical 
Hotelling model, with firms maximizing £71= (R-
r^nj, and the multipliclty of equilibría Is elimina-
ted. Henee: 

Proposrtíon 3. With fairiy priced deposit 
Insurance, equilibría are as 
follows: 

(I) If R>v+3t/2 then there Is a unique symme-
tric equilibríum R-r01^ 

(i¡) If R<t+v then there Is a symmetric local 
monopoly equilibríum with rD,=(R+v)/2 and 
nj=(R-v)/2t. 

(¡11) If v+t < R < v+3t/2 then there is a sym
metric touching markets equilibríum wi th 
r ^ ' ^ + t / l . Asymmetric TM equilibría also exist 

Deposit Insurance rules out the posslbiiity of 
vertical differentitation across banks. That Is, 
depositors perceive the quaihy of both banks to 
the same (ep=l) because the DIF guarantees 
that posted rates will be honoured. As a result, 
Insurance eliminates the multipliclty of equilibría 
associated to the market solution cutting th-
rough the múltiple self-fulfilling expectations, 
but does it Increase weifare? 

Rrst, it ¡s clear that DI Improves upon the 
situatlons where the market fails and both 
banks are not viable In the presence of míni
mum si2e Investments (stabilization effect). 
This is reminiscent of Diamont and Dybvig 

since we do not assume a perfecesv compeutive structure it is unciear whether there would be a schedule such that rt was both incentive 
compatible and fairiy priced). 





(1983) where deposit ínsurance (backed by go-
vernment) is an ínstítution which prevenís the 
bad equilibrium from obtainíng. Second, (ex-
cept ¡n the TM región) the DIF impiies that a 
symmetric equilibrium prevails and henee, gi-
ven the number of consumers who deposit, 
total transportatlon cost is minimized (unifor-
mization effect). However, there may be costs 
associated to the uniformization effect in 
terms of lost diversifícation economies. Inde-
ed, weifare may decrease when Di is ímposed 
if the market outeome was a comer equili
brium; this case may arise when diversifícation 
economies are so important in reducing ban-
kruptey costs and relativa to the unit transpor-
tation cost, that concentration of deposito rs in 
a single bank may outweigh the benefíts of re-
duced total transportation costs implied by DI. 
Next, Insurance has a market extensión effect: 
the certainty of being paid back incentives con
sumers to deposit, given posted rates. Finalty, 
there is the issue of how deposit Insurance 
(DI) changes the equilibrium rates (competi-
tion effect) and ilius the residual probability of 
failure, and whether this may cancel out the 
market expansión effect. Results are as fo-
llows. When the market outeome is one of lo
cal monopolies, introducing DI necessarily in-
volves both an increase in the margin and in 
the number of consumers served (22), decrea-
sing the probabilities of failure, and improving 
weifare. If, on the other hand, without Insuran
ce the market outeome involves direct compe-
tition and the equilibrium is symmetric, DI en-
haces competrtíon, i.e., rates are higher, and 
this causes an increase in the residual probabi
lity of failure (23). It ís worth to remark that 
such an increase of competrtíon oceurs in the 
absence of moral hazard and limited liability. 

In summary, deposit Insurance involves seve-
ral trade-offs in weifare terms. On the posítive 
side it avoids systemic confidence cris es and mi-
nimizes frictions (transport costs), and may ex-
tend the market (Notice however that if depo
sit Insurance is limited and partial, as argued in 
recent proposals of reform in the US, tíie ex-
pectations game among depositors, main source 
of the potential ¡nstability of the system, ís 
reinstated). On the negative side, it may avoid 
desirable concentration of deposrts in one bank 
(preventing the fuil realization of diversifícation 
economies) and may make banks more aggressi-
ve (increasing failure probabilities). The follo-
wing proposrtion makes dear that the market 
extensión and the minimizatlon of transport 
costs effeets of deposit Insurance improve ai-
ways expected gross surplus EGS (gross of ban-
kruptey costs). The probabilities of failure will 
decrease in a local monopolies regime but in
crease with direct competition. the outeome is 
thus ambiguous (and in the context of our mo-
delling will depend on the relative deadweight 
losses -DWL- with and without deposh: Insu
rance: monitoring cost versus nonpecuniary pe
nalti es). 

Table II gives the weifare magnitudes both 
with and without a deposit Insurance fund 
(DIF). ERG stands for expected revenue of go-
vernment. Without DIF the ERG consists of 
the residual funds that failed banks have (and 
which are assumed not to be payed out to de
positors) and the DWL are the nonpecuniary 
penaities associated to failure. With DIF both 
magnitudes are equal to the expected costs of 
monitoring. Notice that in both cases banks 
bear the ful! cost of failure, that is, limited lia
bility is obviated 

22 RecaJI that if with DI equilibrium is moved from the local monopolies región to direct competition the margin increase* according to the 
comment following Propojrdon I . 

23 When without DI there ts an «symmetric interior equilibrium. the bank which is at a disadvantage in this case may set a lower deposit 
rate when DI is introduce^ Thíi happens since the vertical cSfferentiation generated by the expectations of depositors in the uninsured 
instance may forcé the lower quaTity bank to compete more aggressively. 





T A B L E II: Welfare 

ETS = EGS - DWL = ECS + ERG + E n - D W L 
EGS = (n.+nb) (R-̂ v) - ( n ^ + n ^ t / l 
t n = (K-rjna+ (R-rb)nb 

Without DIF 

ECS: n ^ r - v ) +nb(pbrb-v) -*{n¿+n¿ . ) / l 

ERG: nslE{Ralra>RJ+nbE{Rblrb>Rb} 

D W L ^( l -pJ^+n^l-p^rb-Kn^lr^RJ+nbEÍRt , 

WhhDIF 

n Á r i ^ ) + n b { r b - * ) -t(na2+nb2)/2 

-((!-pJ+(l-Pb))K 

-((i-Pa)+(i-Pb))K 

Proposition 4. If we focus on symmetric equi-
libría in the TM región, deposit Insurance com-
mands a higher levei of gross expected surplus 
EGS (gross of bankruptcy costs) than any mar-
ket equiiíbríum. 

Proof: Recall that EGS=(na+nb){R-v)-DWL-
(na2+nb2)ty2. In a symmetric srtuation this equals 
2n{R-v)-tn2, which ís íncreas ing in n for 
R-v>nt. If the DI equiiibrium ínvolves 
na=:nb= 1/2 then it attains the máximum EGS 
possible for a given DWL since transport cost is 
minimized and (from Proposition 3) R>v+t and 
it is optimum to serve the whole market. If 
2nDI< I at the DI equiiibrium in the local mono-
poly región (with nDi=(R-v)/2t) then necessaríly 
(p*a+p*b)/2<R<v+t and therefore any market 
equiiibrium Involves (see Proposition lill(ii)) lo
cal monopolios with nf=(piR-v)/2t, It follovys 
tiiat rv* < nDI, i=a,b. Therefore (na+nb)D! is larger 

and this is always better since again 2n(R-v)-tn2 
is increasing in n for R-v > nt and nDI=(R-v)/2t, 

Q.E.D. 

Fiat Insurance prícing 

In practice insurance premiums are not risk-
based but flat. We can analyze flat premiums as-
suming that banks take parametrically the tax 
rate and than in equiiibrium this tax rate ís set 
so as to maintain budget balance of the DIF. In 
this case, because banks do not anticípate that 
settíng a higher rate involves a higher insurance 
premium, insurance convexifies the profit func-
tion of banks dues to the limited liabilrty effect 
Consider the case with no diversification eco-
nomies. Wrth a parametric tax rate ? the expec
ted profits of bank ¡ are given by: 

( ( l - x ^ R - n l r . ^ K 

The first order condrtion for profit maximi-
zation is easiiy seen to be: 

( ( l -T)E(R- r i l r i<R) ) /2 t - ( l -T)p1n¡ = 0 

Denote symmetric interior equiiibrium rates 
by r ^ r ^ D i . We have that (l-T)E(R-rro! | r F D i < R ) 

= R-r031 since the tax rate is such that the pre
mium is fair. Therefore, the FOC can be rewrit-
ten.-R-r^01 = {l-x)pFDIt The equiiibrium margin 
is then less than t, which is the equiiibrium mar
gin with anticipated risk-based deposit insuran
ce at the symmetric interior equiiibrium. When 
banks do not anticípate the cost of settíng hig
her rates, deposit insurance induces firms to ta
ke larger amount of risk by settíng higher rates. 

Diversification economies enhance rivalry 
provided that unit expected retums are increa
sing in. This is the case in the uniform example 
we have been considering. The intuition is that 
with diversification economies, an increase in 
posted rates generates a larger increase in revé-
nue in case of success. 





In summary, whenever symmetric interior 
equilibría coexist for the cases of a free market, 
risk based deposrt Insurance, and fíat deposit In
surance (and there are no diversification econo-
mies) we have: r?D]>rfDl>r* and correspon-
dingly \-p¥Dl > l-pDI > l-p*. That is, flat deposit 
Insurance induces more aggressive behavior and 
higher faíiure probabiiíty than risk-based deposit 
Insurance, which in tum ís at a higher level than 
uninsured competrtion. 

The weifare Implications are immedíate. Fiat 
deposit Insurance is dominated by risk-based 
deposit Insurance since it saves on monrtoring 
costs by inducing more prudent behavior on 
banks (recail that the monrtoring costs equal 
2(1-p)K. 

Excessive compet í t ion and rate 
regulation 

We have argued befo re (section 4) that "ex
cessive" competítion could not be blamed for 
the fragility ef banking (mutóplichy problem) in 
an unreguíated context However, when banks 
compete directly (benchmark Interior symme
tric equilibrium) there is "exceslve" competrtion 
In the sense that lower rates would improve so
cial weifare, A first Indication that market com
petítion may be excessive is that, contrary to 
the case where the probability of faliure is zero, 
an increase ¡n the friction In the market (as re-
presented by t) can be beneficia! for social wei
fare. In the classicai Hotel!ing model and increa
se In the transport cost rate t always decreases 
total surpius since rt Increases total transporta-
tion cost However, when faliure is a possibiirty, 
an increase in t will increase the margin and re
duce the probability of faliure. In the uniform 
example it is easily seen that the decrease In the 

probability of faliure more than compensates 
the increase in transport costs In terms of total 
weifare if t is small (24), 

The precedíng anaiysis of deposit Insurance 
makes clear that -quite independently of the 
moral hazard problem posed by the nonobser-
vabilrty of Investment of banks in a context of li
mite d liabilíty, which we have assumed away-
deposit Insurance may accentuate excessive 
competítion, inducing higher faliure rates than 
benchmark market equilibría, Our model sug-
gests thus a rationale for settíng cellíngs on de
posit rates both in a free banking context and in 
the presence of deposit Insurance, 

Proposlt ion 5. Suppose that banks compete 
directly (symmetric interior equilibría obtain), 
then: 

(I) Deposit Insurance makes banks more ag
gressive and induces higher faliure rates than 
unreguíated competítion. 

(II) Wrthout deposit Insurance, social weHare 
ís increased by settíng the smallest deposit rate 
ceilíng such that the expected retum to deposi-
tors induces everyone to deposit (that is, equal 
v+t/2). 

(ili) Wrth deposit Insurance, social weifare is 
increased settíng a deposit rate celiing equal to 
the rate which induces everyone to deposit 
(v+t/2). 

Proof. (i) As argued in Proposltion 3(1). 

(11) Unconstrained banks set a deposit rate r* 
higher than v+t/2, By constraining them to gi-
ving the mínima! expected return v+t/2 such 

24 Indeed, in the case we consider ($ee Table II) 
ETS=R.-v^t/4 - O W L ?nd D W L - ( l - p J ^ - E Í R ^ i r>i<i¡¿ 
Further, in the uniform example when t=0, p*= 1/2, dp*/dt= 2/(B+a) and dDWL/dt= - { I +R/(8+a)) < 0. 





that the whole market is still served bankruptcy 
costs DWL(r)=(l-p)r-E{R,/21 ^ R , ^ } are lower 
sinde DWL ís íncreasing ¡n r ( D W L ^ l -p > 0). 

(íii) Unconstrained banks wouid set a deposrt 
rate equal to R-t > v+t/2. By constraining them 
to v+t/2 the whole market is still served and 
the monitoring costs (DWL) 2(1-p)K = 2K 
F(r-R;l/2) are lower. 

Q.E.D. 

The conclusión that rate ceílings weakly in-
crease welfare is dependent upon the fact that 
consumer surplus, govemment net revenues 
and banks* profits have the same weight in the 
social welfare function. Indeed, in our model 
the rates paid to depositors are just a transfer 
from the welfare point of view given that the 
suppiy of funds is inelastic. There is no aggrega-
te loss to reduce the payment to depositors. If 
bank's profits are given a weight 6 < I in the 
welfare function, (which wouid then be 
W=ECS+ERG+5E7c) for 5 small rate floors may 
improve weiiare. The intuháon is deán 5 < I in
troduces a trade-off between the costs of failu-
re (increased by high deposrt rates) and consu
mer surplus. Indeed, when there is no Insurance 
and § = 0 the deadweight loss induced by non-
pecuniary penalti es disappears from the welfare 
function and only consumer surplus matters. 
Optima! rates wouid then be high (subject per-
haps to a zero profit constraint for banks). The 
case 6 = I has been dealt with in Proposttion 5 
and tilts the trade-off in favor of limited rates 
since higher rates are only a transfer from 
banks to depositors and increase failure proba-
bilíties. 

Wrth no Insurance, and in a symmetric equili-
brium, the proposed welfare function achieves a 
máximum when the deposit rate is such that 
the associated probability of success is exactüy 
5(25). Since the market equilíbriurn i * = 
R-t/p, it is clear that when r* < R-t/5, the equiii-
brium rate is lower than the one which maximi-
zes welfare and that óptima! regulation calis for 
a rate floor r1 (such that p(r,-R;l/2)=5) (less 
than R so that banks make nonnegative profits). 
On the other hand, if the equilibríum rate exce-
eds R-t/5 a rate ceiling, r", such that p(r"-
R;l/2)=5 if r" > v+t/2 or r"= v+t/2 otherwise 
improves welfare. A similar argument applies 
when there is Insurance (26). 

6. Concluding Remarks 

The theory of competitionHamong financia! 
intermediarles seems to be at an unsatisfactory 
stage. The standard approach to banking com-
petition, the Klein-Monti model, reduces to 
standard Coumot (or Bertrand) competition in 
a context where the opportunrty co^ o í funds 
is given by a competitive interbank or bond 
market. financia! intermediation is exogenously 
given and asymmetric Information problems 
which are at the origin of banking assumed 
away. In this context runs or stabllrty problems 
do not arise (27). The traditional industrial or-
ganization approach to banking, the Structure-
Conduct-Performance paradigm, suffers from 
similar problems mising important specHícities 
of the banking sector (28). 

Recently there have been important contri-
butions to the theory of financia! intermediation 

25 A t a symmetric equilibrium we have ECS=pr - v -1/4, EGS= Efa i R, < r} and Ere = R-r. It is easily seen that W = p-5 and W <0 
26 In this case, ECS=r - v -1/4, EGS= -2(l-p) K and Ere = R-r. W e have then W = I -2K f(p-R; 1/2)^5 and W < 0 provided f>0. The equi

librium deposit rate is t , while (when W"<0) the rate which máxima:es the social weKare function is such that f(r-R;l/2) = ( I - 6)/ (2K). 
27 See Bahensperger (1980) and Santomero (1984) for a survey of theories of the banking firm. Dermine (1986) introduces the possibility 

of failure in the Kietn-Honti model without introducing depositors expectations. 
28 See, for example, Hahnan (1991) for a summary of the approach in modem terms. 





by Diamond (1984), Bryant (1980), and Dia
mond and Dybvig (1983), which build on asym-
metríc information problems, but do not modei 
explichJy competition among financia] interme-
dlaricá. Wnen úús is done (a la Bertrand) some 
problems arise: financia! intermediation may not 
increase social welfare and the banídng Industry 
may be cha ráete rized by a zero-rent monopoly 
structure (Yanelíe (1991), or equilibrium may 
fail to exist (Smith (1984)) (29). 

We have deveioped in the present paper a 
framework that b rings together different strands 
of the iiterature to study competition in the 
banldng sector. Building on modem theoríes of 
financia! intermediation we have establíshed a 
brídge with industrial organization analysis provi-
ding a foundation for the understanding of ban
ldng competition. From a methodological point 
of view we have incorporated incentive pro
blems in the modelling of competition among fi
nancia! intermediarles yielding connectíons with 
industrial organization concepts such as network 
externa]rties and vertical drfferentiation. In other 
words, we nave explored the links between in
centive and competition theoríes in the context 
of financia! intermediation. Further, we have as-
sumed the bank offer (horizontally) differentia-
ted producís, or that there ¡s friction in the 
market Location, service variables and custo-
mer specifíc relations are pervasive in retal! Ban
king. Competition á la Bertrand with idéntica! 
producís tends ío yield in general, and in parti
cular in banldng, couníeriníurtlve resulís. 

We have found that the possibilhy of failure, 
with the standard deposit coníract ai iís rooí, 
(endogenously) iníroduces vertical differentia-
íion and that this ís an importaní deíerminaní 

of competition. As ií is well known, vertical drf
ferentiation may eníail natural monopoly or oli-
gopoly sírucíures. A bank resembles a network 
and many different outeomes of the compeírtive 
process are púáSiuic dependíng on the expecta-
íions of deposiíors, which become key í o íhe 
explanation of íhe fragiltty of banldng. 

Deposit Insurance tums ouí í o be a mixed 
blessing. ií avoids sysíemic confidence crisis 
but even if ií ís fair and rísk based and in íhe 
absence of moral hazard problems ií may in
crease failure probabiiííies by inducing excessi-
ve competition. On the other hand ií will mini-
miz e fricíions and may enlarge í he markeí . 
Further, a deposit rate ceiling would increase 
social welfare whenever banks compete di-
rectly. 

In consequence, with respecí í o íhe currení 
policy debaíe on reforming deposií Insurance 
in íhe US our model would cauílon againsí iís 
limitaílon, in order to preserve lis síabiliíy ro
le, and would poiní ouí thaí even in íhe besí 
of íhe worlds (wiíh fair and risk based pre-
miums) deposií Insurance may induce excessi-
ve competition (above an uninsured context). 
Rate regulaíion may be a necessary comple-
mení í o deposií insurance. This is noí ío say 
íhaí we advocaíe the reinstaíemení of rate re
gulaíion. As ií is well known, rate regulaíion 
has other cosís noí coníemplaíed in íhe pre
sent paper, among them, íhe íendeney í o ove-
rinvesí in services and íhe possibility of regúla
te ry capture (Vives (1991)). These c o s í s 
should certainly be considered in íhe presení 
policy debaíe. Our analysis suggesí however 
íhaí if deposií insurance is deemed necessary, 
raíe regulaíion does have some benefiís. 

29 See abo Broecker ( i 990) for an interesting model of the effeets of credit-worthiness tests on interbank competition. 
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APPEND1X I 

Propositien I . Gíven pa > pb > 0; 

i . VVhen pbR<v, i=a,bf then both banks are 
out of the market, 

il . When pbR<v and paR<v then bank b is out 
of the market and bank a has a positive market 
share. If paR < 2t + v then bank a sets 
ra=(paR+v)/2pa and na=(paR-^v)/2t. Otherwise, 
ra=(v+t)/pa and na= I . 

Ili. When P i R ^ v . ^ b : 

(i) If {pa+pb)R>(2v+3t) then banks compete. 
If 3t>R(pa-pb) there is a unlque interior equili-
brium: R-r^t/pj+RÍPj-p^/Sp,, and both banks 
have a positive market share n¡= l/2+(pí-pj)R/6t, 
na > nb > 0, ¡=a,b. Otherwise (3t<R(pa-pb)), 
na= I and nb=0, with ra=(pbR+t)/pa. 

(li) If 2(t+v)>(pa+pb)R banks have local mo-
nopolies and ri=(R/2)+(v/2pi), n¡=(p¡R-v)/2t. 

(iii) If 2(t+v) < (pa+pb)R<(2v+3t)then there 
are múltiple "touching marke t s" equilibria, 
aJi with na+nb= I , of the fbrm para= y{v+tl2) and 
pbrb=2v+t-JY(2v+t)/2, where y is in the interval 
[(3v+2t-pbR)/(2v+t), (v+paR)/(2v+t)] when pa 
<((5v+6t)/3R)-2pb/3 and in the interval 
[2{2v+paR)/((2v-K)3). 2(3t+4>MDbR)/{(2v+t)3)] 
otherwise. 

Proof: 

I - If p-, < v/R, firm i cannot atract depositors 
and eam positive expected profits. Thus, when 
p-, < v/R, bank i is out of the market 

II- The expected profits of firm i are ETrprij 
(R-p,), where: 

nI = (p1rrv)/t,if(p¡rr^)/t<(v-pjrí±t)/t. (I) 

{pff-pfo+tyit, otherwise. (2) 

From (I ) and (2) it is clear that when pb< 
v/R, then na is defined as in (I ) , since by settíng 
ra= {v+t)/pa firm a can attract all depositors. 
Maximizing a's profits when na is given by (I) 

r*a =: (PaR+v)/2pa and na*= ((pa R-v)/2t. 
when paR < 2t+v 

r*a = (t+v)/pa and na*= I , otherwise 

III- Next, let both pa and pt, exceed v/R. If 
both firms maximize the profit function and 
market shares are defined by (I) , they set rates 
equal to: 

r*a = (PaR+v)/2pa 

r% = (pbR+v)/2pb 

As a result, n *^ ( p j R - v ) ^ 

Notice than na+nb<l when (pa+pb)R< 2(t+v). 

Henee, when (pa+Pb) < 2(t+v)/R, the equili-
brium rates and market shares are as in (iii). 

If both firms maximize profits when market 
shares are defined by (2), from the first order 
condrtions the unique solutís is: 

R-rj= t/pj± R (prP^^p,, which implies nj=l/2 
+(p¡-pj)R/6t, i=a,b. 

It can be easily checked that these rates are 
global best responses. Thus they define an equi-
librium when: 

a) 0<n¡< I and na+nb= I , 

b) the marginal consumer derives a non-ne-
gative surplus. 

It can be easily checked that a) holds when 
pa-pb<3t/R, and b) when (3t4-2v)/R<(pa+pb). 





Thus, when both conditions hold, firms are di-
rect competítors and the equilibrium is uniquely 
defined. 

rbc is the best reply to the candidate ra te set by 
firm a. 

If, on the other hand, St/^Pj-pt,, the firm a 
can attract all depositors. Since firm b has zero 
fixed cost ¡t will increase the rate it offers up to 
R. If we maximrze a's profits as in (2) given that 
firm b sets a rate R, we obtain that a's best res-
ponse ¡s ((pa+pb)R-t)/2pa. However, at this rate 
na exceeds I ; thus, a's best response is 
( ¿ R + t ) ^ . This completes the proof of case (i). 

We next consider case (iii) where, 2(t+v)/R 
<pa+pb<(2v+3t)/R and v/R<pb. 

Firms cannot be direct competítors since the 
marginal consumer would derive a negative sur-
plus at the candidate equilibrium ratas. On the 
other hand, if they both maximize the profit 
function defined as if they had a local monopoly, 
the sum of the market shares which obtains ex
ceeds I . Thus, at least one of the firms maximi-
zes rts profits at the kink of the supply curve for 
deposlts it faces. We next prove that the rates 
in (ii) define an equilibrium and that no other 
rates do. 

First we consider the case where 
(5v+6t-2Rpb)/3<Rpa. Let para=Y(v+t/2). Then, 
firm b has three options: 

i) setting the rate that corresponds to the 
kink of the supply of deposits to firm b, given 
the rate set by Its rival, i.e. the equilibrium can
didate, r4 ,̂ 

ii) maxim'rang rts profit function as ín (I) , 
rb' = (pb R + v ) ^ , 
iii) maximizing its profit function as in (2), 

rbi= (pb R-t)/2 +(2v+t)Y/4. 
It can be easily checked that r ^ r ^ , 1 . Thus, 

rb[ is not feasible. Likewise, it can be shown 
that rbc exceeds rb2 whsnever y < (4v+3t -
Kpbe)2y3(2v+t)=7Wax. Thus, we have shown that 

Given that firm b rbc firm a) has three 
options as well: 

i) setting the rate which corresponds to the 
klnd of the supply of deposits to firm a, given 
the rate set by its rival, i.e. the candidate to 
equilibrium, rac, 

ii) maximizing its profit function as ín ( I ) , 
rai=(paR+v)/2pa, 

iii) maximizing its profit function as in (2), 
'•a2=(PaM/2+(2v+t)(2-7)/4. 

As before, one can check that when y < y , ^ 
and (5v+6t-2Rpbe)/3 < Rpae, r^ exceeds r^ . 
The latter in tu rn exceeds ra2 when 
paeR+v2)/(2v+t)= 7min < y. Thus, the rates defi
ned in the proposrtion are equilibrium rates. 
That other equílíbria are not possible follows 
from noticing that if y exceeds Ymax» -h ' en rb2 

and ral are feasible, and If y is less than Ymin, 





then ra2 ís feasible. Furthermore, we have aire
ad/ shown that both firms cannot set rates so 
as to satisfy the first order condrtions. 

Let us now cons íde r the case where 
Rpae<(5v+6t-2Rpbe)/3. Once again, it can be ea-
sily shown that rbl exceeds rbc when (pa+Pb)R 
is larger than 3v+2t. ükewise, if y ís less than 
Y * m a x = (v+Rpa«)/(2v+t) and Rpae< 
(5v+6t-2Rpae))/3, then rb2<rbc. In addition, 
when firm b sets the candidate rate, r ^ r j , 
provided y ís less than Y * ^ . Simílariy, r^Krf, 
provided y exceeds the mínimum valué stated In 
the proposition, and Rpae<(5v+6t-2Rpbe)/3. Ine-
xistence of other equilibria Is proven as In the 
previous case. 

Q.ED. 

A P P E N D i X II 

We explore market equilibria and the impü-
cations of deposrt Insurance when banks can in-
fluence depositors perceptions. Bank set rates; 
depositors, having observed the rates offered, 
form ratíonal perceptions about the probability 
of failure, or the market share of each bank, and 
choose whether to deposrt and In which bank. 
That ¡s, given (ra,rb), depositors expect p, = 
l-F^-r^nj) , where n, ís the outcome of the ex-
pectations game índuced on depositors. Once 
deposits are made, banks make their Invest-
ments. Retums are realized and ínterest is paíd 
¡f the bank does not fail. We term thls game va
riable perceptions, as opposed to the parame-
tric perceptions case considered in the text 

This expectatíons game may have múltiple 
equilibria. In particular, notice that if a posrtive 
probability of success requires a mínimum size, 
then no banking or one of the banks left with 
no clients are alwa/s possible: if a depositor be-
lieves that nobody will deposít in one bank, tfie 

best she can do is not to deposít ín this bank 
either. If she were the only one to deposít, the 
expected retum would be zero. Proposition 6 
characterizes the set of deposrtor's equilibria gí-
Ven (ra,rb). 

Proposition 6 

Given R>ra>rb>0, an expectatíons subgame 
with múltiple equilibria ís índuced on deposi
tors: 

(i) With mínimum size investments (0,0) is al-
ways an equilíbrium. 

(ií) With mínimum size investments (1,0) is 
an equilíbrium if pa(ra-R;l)ra-t>v. Simílariy for 
(0.1). 

(íii) When interior equilibria ( n ^ l - n j exist, 
they are characterized by (KnJ = Pb(rb_^I 
l-na)rb-pa(ra-R;na)ra+t (2na- l ) = 0, and 
para-tna=pbrb-t( I -nJ>v. (A sufficíent conditíon 
for exístence ís that both (1,0) and (0,1) are 
equilibria and that the marginal consumer be 
willíng to deposít). 

(¡v) There may be equilibria where not all the 
market Is served. (na,0) with na<l defines an 
equilíbrium if pa(ra-R; n j ^ - t na = v. Simílariy 
for {0,n¿). (na,nb) with r̂ +nt, < I ís an equilíbrium 
if both (na,0) and (0,nb) are equilibria. 

Proof: 

(i) Suppose that all consumers buc one belie-
ve that neíther bank ís able to attract deposi
tors; this consumer does not deposít either, be-
cause she would obtaín a negativa expected 
surplus since the bank will fail for sure, (a positi
va probability of success can only obtaín with a 
posítive mass of consumers). 





(ii) (1,0) ís an equilibrium if and only if 
p^ry-R; 1)^ > v+t; if all deposrtors are with 
bank a, then a single customer never deposits in 
bank b; aii deposrtors are wiiling to deposit in 
bank a if they obtain a posrtíve expcctcd sur-
plus: p ^ - R ; l ) r a > v + t 

(iii) If interior equilibría exist, market shares 
are determined by the modified Hoteiling sup-
plies (that is, (^{nj = 0) and the marginal depo-
sitor has to obtain an expected return larger 
than v. If both (1,0) and (0,1) are equilibría then 
(¡)(0) > v and ^ ( l ) < -v. Interior equilibría exist 
provided that the individual rationalrty condrtion 
of the marginal consumer is satisfied. 

(iv) It should be ciear. 
Q.ED. 

The fact that a no banidng equilibrium is al-
ways possible induces a ve/y large muhipHdty of 
equilibría: any rates which give banks non-negati-
ve profits can be supported as a subgame-per-
fect equilibrium with the depositors threat of 
reversión to the nonbanking (depositors) equili
brium. Obviously, i t may be argued that the 
complete set of subgame-perfect equilibría is 
rather unreasonable because not all equilibría 
are renegotiation-proof. Indeed, one might ex-
pect that when posted rates diverge from ex
pected rates (i.e. the candídate equilibrium ra
tes), depositors may t ry t o coord ína t e at 
equilibría better than the no-banking equili
brium. In other words, we should focus on re
negotiation-proof equilibría (30). The deposi
tors equilibría can not in general be Pareto 
ranked (31) due to the transport cost of depo
sitors, nevertheless they can be surplus ranked. 
Consumers may thus coordínate on the surplus 

máxima! equilibría provided side payments are 
feasible. 

Proposition 7 characterizes (i) the set of sub-
¿ame-psrfscí equilibría, and (ii) the interior 
symmetric equilibrium under regular deposit se-
lection (we say that the selection is regular at 
(r»>rb) market shares depend smoothly on the 
rates, that ¡s, if n^r,,^) ís dífférentíable at this 
point). The latter can be also be understood as 
the surplus maximal equilibrium when t is ¡m-
portant enough and diversificatión economíes 
are not very large so that for given (not very 
different) rates depositors tend to patrónize the 
two banks with similar market shares. 

Proposition 7 

(i) Any pair of deposit rates (r^r,,) such that 
R>rj, i=a>b, can be sustaíned as a subgame-per
fect equilibrium. 

(¡i) If there is a symmetric equilibrium (invol-
ving a regular depositor selection), it is charac-
terized by: *-r*~ (r« (3pie/ani>-t)/(fer« - pe), 
where f* is the density of R-R evaluated at 
i^-R, and n=l/2. 

Proof: 

(i) Any pair of deposit rates (ra*,rb*) associa-
ted to nonnegative expected profits can be sus
taíned with the depositors threat of reversión 
to the (nj.njj) = (0,0) equilibrium in case (ralrb) 
do not equal (ra*,rb*). 

(ii) Suppose that an interior symmetric equili
brium exists such na that ís differentiable with 
(na, l - n j satisfying (2na-l)t - p^^-R; 
+pb(rb-R; l -n j rb = 0. Expected profit maximí-
zation of bank a yíelds a FOC: 

30 Ysmelle (1991) considers a similar but enlarged extensive form finds a mukiplidty of equilibría, and explores severa! selection criteria in-
cludtng ptyofMomíntít t and rísk-dominant equilibría. 

31 Obviously, sonietimes equiliíria can be ranked For example, if p ^ - R j ^ r ^ - t S : pb(rl)-R;!)rb2v,Xiu.eri (1,0) dominates (c, i ) . 





dEnJdr^ (R-rJ 3na/3ra-na=0 

In equilibrium we neccesarity have 

f(ra-R; n j ra-pa 

_dPb_ 
> 0 

An Interior symmetric equilibrium is charac-
terized then by: 

R-r= 

— (r-R; 1/2) + (r-R; 1/2) 
9na dnb 

- t 

f(r-R; I / 2 ) r -p ( r -R ; 1/2) 

Q.ED. 

if we take as a benchmark the interior sym
metric equilibrium (under regularity conditions) 
with depositors coordinating at surplus maximal 
equilibria (in the depositors game for given ra
tas offered by banks) we find that R-re= 
(Bpje/3nI))/(pe-fer€), where f6 is the density of 
Rj-R evaluated at r^-R, and n=l /2 . In equili
brium, with not too large diversification econo-
mies, necessarily pe-fere>0.(32) 

The equilibrium margin can be rewritten as 

ríft-píap/anj)) t 
R-r= 

P(p-fr) 
1 + 

a form appropiate to compare with the "pa-
rametric" margin R-r* = t/p*. 

The comporisons of margins between parame-
tric and variable depositors1 perceptions is in 

general ambiguous. When expectations are pa-
rametric, an increase in the deposit rate of a 
bank increases its market share leaving the failu-
re perceptions constant. When banks can in-
fiucncc cxpsctations, an increase in the deposit 
rate of a bank, in addition, tends to increase its 
own perception (probability) of failure for a gi
ven market share and, in the presence of diver
sification economies, the failure perception 
(probability) of the rival firm via the decrease in 
the rivals' market share. The first effect makes 
banks more cautious and the second more ag-
gressive. In the absence of diversification eco
nomies therefore the variable perceptions equi
librium margin is higher than the parametric 
perceptions margin (just note that 9p/3n¡=0 
and p--fr>0 in the expression above). In general, 
with variable perceptions equilibrium stronger 
diversification economies push margins down 
via the second effect described. In fact, in the 
uniform example, it is possible to show that if 
diversification economies are lar̂ ge (a smaller 
than B/3), the margin is lower with variable per
ceptions than with parametric perceptions, and 
if they are ^mall (a larger than B/3), the opposi-
te resuit obtains. 

Rnally, with variable perceptions, in the ab
sence of scale economies the depositors expec
tations game is degenerate in the sense that for 
given rates there is a unique depositors1 equili
brium (given by the modified Hoteliing demads). 
This tums out to imply that (interior) asymme-
tric equilibria (of the whole game) can not exist 
The reason is that at an asymmetric equilibrium 
either firm could mimic its rival and obtain a 
market share of 1/2; thus, either one firm or 
the other would increase profits by setting the 
same deposit rate as its rival (33). 

32 This meam that a bank by increasing its deposit rata increases the expected retum to depositors. 
33 With thanks to Paul Klemperer for this observation and the proof. The argument is as foilows: an interior equilibrium requires that 

r ^ r ^ p , o ther- ' - - a will ofer xj, and will get a market share of 1/2. Similariy, r\)jíb>xJ2 This ¡melles that n ^ l M n ^ , W e have tH«n that 
1 = ^ + ^ > n ^ + l / ^ S I From which it follows that ^=1/2 since n^+IMn^is minimized at n^-ÜX 





Thus, relative to parametric perceptions, va
riable perceptions enhance the muitiplicity of 
equiiibría, have an ambigous impact on competi-
tion depending on the extent of d¡versificatión 
economíes. and 
unique source of múltiple equiiibría. 

Deposrt insurance yields the same trade-offe 
¡n terms of weHare as wfth parametric percep
tions. The only difference with respect to the 
case where banks cannot ínfluence deposrtors' 
perceptions is in the market expansión and 
competrtíon effects. When banks deposits is 
ambigous: through the threat of reversión to 
the (0,0) equilibrium consumers can enforce an 
interior symmetric equilibrium, while DI may 
yield local monopolies and thus lower equili
brium rates. Further, when depositors coordí
nate at surplus máxima! equiiibría and a symme
t r ic inter ior equilibrium obtains then if 

diversification economies are not very impor-
tant the margin tends to be larger than in the 
parametric case and therefore DI would decre-
ase margins and increase the probabilrty of failu-
rc. The following remak summarizes the impact 
of DI on competrdon with variable perceptions. 

Remork; Whenever with and without deposit 
insurance banks compete direcdy, deposit insu
rance makes banks more aggressive and induces 
higher failures rates than unregulated competi-
tion if diversification economies are large. The 
result follows inmediately from the comparison 
of margin in the different cases given the ¡nver-
se relationship of margin and probablirty of failu-
re for a given market share (equal to 1/2 here). 
Under the assumptions of the proposrtion the 
"variable" margin ís no smaller than úie "para
metric" margin, which in tum is larger than the 
"deposit insurance" margin. 
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